Sport acrostic poems

Basketball

Bounce the ball with your head up
Across the court passes don't work
Shoot if you're open
Keep your mind on the game
Enjoy it while you can
Take it to the basket
Behind the back
Always use the backboard
Lay-ups should never be missed
Learning new things can always happen

Rugby

Rugby is a contact sport, you can play
Union or league
Grabbing someone in a tackle is fun and the
Balls are shaped like an egg
Yesssss!!! I scored again!!!
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Hockey

Hockey is my favourite sport
On the ice or street
Cool and fun
Keep on playing
Exercise and stronger
You should try

Football

Feet kick the ball,
Out in the fresh air,
On the beach is the best.
The ball always scores,
Best of all it scores the winning goal.
After that the crowd cheers,
Lots of noise from the crowd,
Last of all, the whistle blows.